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In academic and professional arenas, you often need to prepare reports or projects that need a cover template. The front page is the first thing a reader would see. Therefore, the cover of the project should be well crafted. All content and elements you include on this page will depend on what kind of project or document
you are preparing. Read on to learn more about the cover page template so you can prepare your own cover page example for your documents. Front page templates When do you use the front page? The cover page template is also known as a front page template, and you can use it in different types of projects such
as:However, this template is different from cover pages and cover letters. A cover sheet is a type of document sent by fax that provides additional information to the recipient. On the other hand, a cover letter is usually attached to your CV when you apply for a job. Important elements of the Cover Page TemplateBefore
that makes up your portfolio cover, you should know which elements to include in it. Simply as this site may seem, there are some things you need to incorporate into it. These are: Title or subtitle of the document Author's title CaptionLayer image or cover photoExpanding or submission date The description of the
DocumentAlso, the color range, style, and layout of the report cover page should fit seamlessly along with the rest of the document. You should also follow any other requirements made by your instructor or document recipient. Cover page templates for the Common cover page template types When you look at different
examples of cover pages online, you will find that there are different types to choose from. Here are the most common:Academic cover In the academic world, creating a cover template requires some rules. In fact, following these guidelines is just as important as the content within a paper or document. Also, the front
page should follow the correct format depending on the style set by the instructor. The most common styles of academic covers are: American Psychological Association or APA This format is now in its 6th year. When you follow this format style, the title page should include the title, current header, author name,
institution name, and any other notes that the author wishes to include. Modern Language Association or MLA This format is now in its 8th Edition, and is commonly used in the fields of humanities and arts. Usually this format does not require a cover, but some instructors still ask for it. If you need to create a front page,
follow the guidelines set by the instructor. Chicago Manual of Style or CMS This format is now in its 16th Edition, and is also commonly used in the fields of humanities and arts. In such a format, you may need to create a standalone cover or Add a title on the first page of the document. Business coverThis style is very
common in the corporate world, and its design would depend on the nature of the company or organization. Some covers require formality and professionalism, while others may need more flair and creativity. For example, some technical reports show only figures and facts, which means that you should use only
conservative design for the template. But marketing and business plans may need more images and colors to attract more readers. The cover page of the reportThere are different styles that you can use when creating a template for a cover page template for a report. You would use a different style when creating a
marketing report template compared to creating a business proposal template. Use your professionalism or creativity as you see fit to impress your target audience. Home Examples How to make a front page? When thinking about preparing a cover template, remember that it's all about the first impression. Your
document may have a lot of good content, but without a well-made report cover, your target audience may not even read it. There are many key things to keep in mind when creating a report cover. The cover is at the very beginning of the document. From the beginning, the purpose of this site is to give the reader a good
idea of what your document is about. You communicate this information by including all relevant information on this page. Here are some useful steps to follow when creating a front page for a project in Microsoft Word:First, open a new document in Microsoft Word.Click the Insert tab to find the drop-off menu for cover
page templates. From there, you can choose which template you want to use for your project. When you click on a template, it appears as the first page of your document. Click on the fields that are already formatted in advance and start typing information. First, the title of your document, then subtitle, date, your name,
and more. If you don't see the style you like from the templates available, you can also customize one of the preformatted templates. For example, you want to change the background image of a template, simply right-click that picture, and then choose Click Picture from the menu. If you want to change the front page in
the middle of creating a document, you can do the same. Just go back to the first page, and then select a new template from the menu. In doing so, the information you added will not change. Once you've added all the information to the front page, remember to save it to an easily accessible location. As we said, making
a cover does not require much effort. Even if you want to create your own custom template, you can do it in a few steps and in a very fast time. Preformatted templates available in Microsoft Word will save you a lot of time and effort. Template would mean you can't make your personality and style shine. Here are some
steps to follow if you plan to design your own portfolio cover:Select one of the pre-formatted templates from the Insert tab, and then start editing the template. Change the colors, font styles, and any other elements in the template. Images without stock can be obtained online and used for the front page. Move the
elements and see which arrangement is most aesthetically appealing. When you're happy with how you're covering the page, save the document to preserve the custom design. Regardless of how you choose to make the front page, be sure to add all the important elements that we discussed in the previous section.
Front page for Project How do I create a front page? The front pages are simple and easy to do. However, you need to follow some specific guidelines when creating. You can download our homepage template if it fits the style you instructed to follow. Since creating such a template is not complicated, you can make it
yourself. Just follow these steps: Space title of the document about a third of the page. If your document has a long title or has a colon somewhere in it, you can use two lines for the title. Take advantage of title case capitalization, using capital letter at the beginning of important words such as verbs, nouns, adjectives,
and adverbes. Add your name as the author of the document just below the title. Use your complete name and start with your first, middle initial, then last name. If more than one person has written a document, include all full names. Add the name of your institution, organization, or university. This will tell readers where
you have done most of your research. If the document was written by several authors from different institutions, add the name of the institution just below the author's name.Now is the time to format your template. Your homepage should be double spaced. To do this, highlight the text and select the double space option
in the line spacing drop menu. Your title should have a horizontal alignment of the center center. Then add a running header that appears at the top of the page and continues throughout the document. But a header is not a document title, just a few keywords or about 50 characters. The next thing to add is the page
number that appears in the upper-right corner of the cover page and all the other pages in the document. 17 Creative Cover Page Template Designs for Word Documents The title page is the first page of the document. In addition to displaying document titles, this page should contain other important information, but
cover page layout details will vary depending on the specific document. Below you will find a selection of attractive cover templates that are perfect for expressing your creative side. The cover should not be confused with the cover. Title Letters Resume. The front page, however, is the front page for business reports,
academic papers, proposals, white papers and other documents. Depending on the document you are turning, your homepage may include any of the following: Your name and titleYour contact informationSchool or university nameInstructor imeDue datePaper or book titleCopany nameCopyright informationPublication
dateDou'll have slight variations in MLA versus APA style, but these are the general details you can expect for academic or business documents. Most of the front page templates below are best used for more creative areas instead of strictly professional. If you work in an environment where you are allowed more
freedom of expression, these templates will help you; this may include the art or fashion industry. You can still use basic templates for business purposes, but most of the following template designs are colorful and full of fun, stylish graphics. They are great for personal use, and are good options as cover for:Book covers,
especially self-explained or e-book coversChild booksPoetry chapbooksSchool projectsCreative workshop booksBrochuresArt brochuresFamily scrapbooksPhoto booksCommunicable booksHomemade magazine coverFax cover sheetsIf you have more serious academic work or business proposal to submit, other cover
templates are likely to be more appropriate for your needs. For example, a business report should be simple and completely professional. If your document is a collection of books or stories, you can customize the templates on this page to reflect. Instead of information that you can provide in a typical business report, you
can use cover pages to list chapters in your book or the title of your stories. For example, a cover template with a man relaxing at home with his trusty dog by his side could be used as a front page for a homemade scrapbook with your pets or a collection of funny stories about your family. Since these templates are
designed with a more creative tilt, feel free to let your imagination take the lead in the way you use them. No matter how you design the front pages or customize the cover page layout, don't cram it with too much text or too many photos; one cover photo is often enough, two images should be maximum. This page is
designed to tell readers what's inside and what to expect. Have them get more details after they turn the page. The templates in our cover gallery below allow you to express yourself, whether you want to show the capricious, creatively professional or funny side of your personality. You will not have to spend time and
effort figuring out the design itself. Instead, choose the color scheme and design you like. If you can't find the custom cover design you like in our gallery, you can also create a cover with a Microsoft cover design. Design.
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